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Introduction
The presence of beverages (in most cases water) inside the 

Bottomhole Formation Zone (BHZ) and wellbore has poor effects on 
the subject of the manufacturing gas. Having water inside the wellbore 
reduces the float charge, will increase sand production and sand plug 
formation at the bottom. In addition to growing stress losses while 
gasoline movements via layers of water in a wellbore; it could also 
result in a decrease temperature of the gas since the liquid through 
which the gas is bubbled evaporates. doing away with reservoir 
mineralized water from the properly into the collection system will 
result in the formation of ice and gas hydrates within the gasoline 
pipelines, thereby increasing the go with the flow rate and 
complicating the regeneration of desiccants (sorbents and methanol). 
Inflow of water into the wellbore is commonly because of interstate 
move flows behind the casing, uneven development of the Gas Water 
Contact (GWC) due to a lower in reservoir strain, and the formation of 
water reduce cone. Taking steps to prevent water inflow is split into 
parts: first, intervening the buttonhole formation region so as sluggish 
(prevent) water from being pulled from underlying horizons (the 
formation of a water cut cone), and secondly, enhancing the 
performance of water insulation works. Inside the latter case, behind-
the-casing flows are eliminated in the course of nicely work over. It’s 
far possible to reduce the water reduce of the extracted products of gas 
wells through slowing down the charge of water inflow from 
reservoirs, i.e. create a water barrier. As nicely, the gas-saturated 
layers' fuel permeability need to not lower in this situation, which 
means the composition for water isolation have to be tremendously 
selective.

Water isolation in oil and gas reservoirs is normally completed by 
using the usage of gel-forming compositions. These normally include 
polymers or inorganic reagents, inverse hydrophobic emulsions, 
suspensions of swelling retailers, sediment-forming compositions, etc. 
In maximum water insolation compositions, there may be an 
inadequate selectivity of the impact, on account that they reduce not 
most effective the permeability of water conducting channels, however 
additionally the permeability of efficient formation. In that context, 
repellent compositions meant to isolate selectively water in gas wells 
were the point of interest of this take a look at

Geoinformatic Technique
On this work, the water repelling agent Neftenol ABR developed 

through JSC "Himeco-Gang" was analyzed. Petroleum Ether (PE)

becomes used as a version of a low-viscosity hydrocarbon solvent,
considering that its composition and homes are much like that of fuel
condensate, risky fuel, and hexane fraction, etc. After dissolving the
water repellent in PE, a composition answer became produced.
Fashions of gas and water-saturated reservoir durations were built
from bulk porous media extracted from river sand. In those reservoir
models, the sand or cores were to begin with saturated with Cinemania
water. A stainless-steel pipe changed into used for the body of the
reservoir model, with a screw thread carried out to the internal floor to
save you liquid from leap forward along the walls.

Gas-saturated porous media had been simulated the usage of some
of the water-saturated reservoir models. This turned into accomplished
by using blowing compressed air thru a water-saturated reservoir
version at a consistent strain drop. The model in this case becomes
vertically located even as fuel (air) became supplied from above.
Periodically, the gas go with the flow path become changed (the model
changed into turned over), ensuing in a more uniform distribution of
retained water over the porous medium. Water blowing time turned
into commonly approximately 24 hours, and inside the case of
reservoirs with low permeability, it is able to take in to 2 days. The
pore volume of the reservoir models and residual saturation had been
determined using the gravimetric method.

For go with the flow experiments, the following method is used.
Models with gas- or water-saturated reservoirs have been injected with
composition answers. The direction of injection of the composition in
this situation become usually against the path of the motion of water
and gasoline. As soon as the composition became uploaded, the
fashions had been left by me for 12 hours. Later on, water becomes
filtered through the water-saturated reservoir models to determine the
effect of the composition at the permeability of the porous medium.
On the identical time, pressure drop, composition, and amount of
advanced fluids were measured. Following the injection of the
composition, gasoline turned into injected into the gas saturated
models. In this example, the gas becomes provided thru the inlet from
above with a regular strain drop into the vertically located reservoir
models. The volume of the displaced liquid and fuel glide rate through
every reservoir version had been measured at the outlet.

The use of the cloth stability, saturation degrees of porous media
was assessed. In gas-saturated reservoir fashions, residual water
saturation turned into determined by means of the outcomes of
isotropic drying with benzene after the experiments had been
completed. Inside the route of the experiments, the trade inside the
pressure drop and the composition of the fluids at the opening changed
into monitored. Fluid go with the flow became achieved at a regular
rate of about three m/day.

The two-layer reservoir models blanketed interlayers saturated with
each gas and water. The usage of the identical method defined above,
fashions of gasoline- and water-saturated interlayers have been
constructed. As a part of the experiments on a -layer reservoir model,
the stress drop, composition, and quantity of fluids exiting each
reservoir model have been monitored. Similarly, the composition
becomes injected in the contrary direction from that during which
gasoline and water moved.

A water repellent solution, in line with examine, can extensively
reduce the water permeability of a water-saturated porous media and
growth the gas permeability of a fuel-saturated porous media, i.e., it
may selectively isolate the water. It is however important to check the
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selectivity when injecting the composition, this is, the capability of a
water repellent approach to flow into porous media with different
saturation levels. So that it will assess the flow selectivity of the water
repellent answer and pure solvent, experiments were performed using
-layer reservoir fashions of gas- and water-saturated inter layers. A
listing of the characteristics of reservoir models is given in, the
experimental scheme is proven in, and the consequences of the
experiments. in keeping with the look at, a solution of a water
repellent in a distinctly volatile hydrocarbon solvent has no

unfavorable impact on the gasoline permeability of fuel-saturated
porous media allows to do away with residual water from gasoline-
saturated porous media and beautify their gas permeability; Possesses
an excessive water-insulating performance, lowering the water
permeability of water-saturated porous media as much as 35 instances
with the diploma of water isolation up to ninety 7%. Indicates
selectivity for the duration of injection, and in general penetrates water
saturated media, as opposed to gas-saturated media.
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